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Nomenclature 
TFS - Team Foundation Server 

SCC - Source Code Control 

MSSCCI - Microsoft Source Code Control Interface 

Overview 
Microsoft's Team Foundation Server (TFS) is the replacement for their Visual Source Safe.  This server has a source 

control aspect which can be used from PowerBuilder.NET. 

PowerBuilder.NET, like Visual Studio, requires a "Microsoft Source Code Control Interface" (MSSCCI) provider to provide 

the actual connection to the Team Foundation Server.  Think of this MSSCCI provider as being like the ODBC provider, it 

presents a standard API, here MSSCCI, to client programs like PowerBuilder.NET, Eclipse, and older versions of Visual 

Studio. 

This document will outline installing and using TFS for the SCC needs of PowerBuilder .NET 12.5. 

In short, to use TFS from PowerBuilder .NET you will need to: 

a) Download and install the MSSCCI provider 

b) Select this SCC provider in PowerBuilder .NET 

c) Connect to your SCC server 

 

Your Team Foundation Server 
For this example, I have installed TFS-2010 on a Windows 2008 server named "VPC2008-32A".  This server has some 

non-domain users associated: PBAdmin, PBStandardUser1, PBStandardUser2, etc. 

I then tested attaching with this server using the "Team Explorer" client in Visual Studio 2010. 

A couple non-obvious observations about the TFS universe: 

a) User accounts require passwords.  A blank password should be legal, but it always results in a password failure. 

b) You can change the "local path" of the SCC workspace  using:    

File → Source Control → Workspace → Edit 

The "Local Folder" associated with any SCC sub-collection(?) can be now specified. 



Following the philosophy of SCC providers, essentially all of the dialogs related to SCC are actually generated by the SCC 

provider; whether it is the TFS or Perforce or some other provider.  I have always felt this is one of the good aspects of 

the provider approach is that the dialogs can provide additional, specific, functionality.  If a tool (like PowerBuilder) was 

required to provide the dialogs, it will have no choice but to provide the lowest common denominator, which nobody 

wants to be stuck with. 

 

The Team Foundation Server Provider 
A MSSCCI provider is available from Microsoft from: 

http://visualstudiogallery.msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/bce06506-be38-47a1-9f29-d3937d3d88d6 

 

http://visualstudiogallery.msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/bce06506-be38-47a1-9f29-d3937d3d88d6


Download the MSI file and install it.  In PowerBuilder.NET you will see that TFS is now an SCC option: 

 

 



Add your solution to Source Control 
To get things started, add your solution to the TFS SCC. 

a) Open PowerBuilder .NET and open a workspace. 

b) Select:  File → Source Control → Add Solution to Source Control 

c) Select the server  

 
 

d) Log in with your credentials 

 
 

 

e) Specify where on the server to place the PowerBuilder .NET workspace 

  

 



f) Check in the files 

The initial check-in for the files in the workspace. 

The easiest way is to click the "Check In" button on the "Pending Checkins" window in the IDE. 

You will then get the "Check In" dialog to add a comment and anything else. 

Then press the "Check In" button in this dialog. 

 

 
 

Notice that a few dynamic, and user specific, files are not automatically checked into source control: 

1) the hidden "user options" file, with extension "pbshell_suo" 

2) the incremental build tracking files with extensions "llat_dat"  and "tlat_dat" (for the library and target) 

These files should never be checked into source control.  They are constantly updated with current information 

for the current editing session and should not be write-locked. 

g) You're done 

That's all it takes, the workspace is now controlled by the Team Foundation Server. 



Edit a file 
In PowerBuilder.NET, open a file in the editor.  If the SCC option for checking out the file automatically is set, the file will 

be automatically checked out (a long requested feature for PowerBuilder). 

Here I have opened the application and a window object.  In the "Pending Checkins" window you can see that the 

PowerBuilder window object is really a pair of files, the "srw" and "xaml" file. 

PowerBuilder handles the semantic that a "window" object  is really a synchronized pair of files, the classic-like SRW file 

and the WPF/SL XAML file. 

 

 

 



Check In the File 
When done editing, the file(s) can be checked in. 

Like before, pressing "Check In" on the pending "Pending Checkins" tab or  

 

 

 



 

Open from Source Control 
This will discuss the integrated approach, where the solution is under source control and not yet resident on your local 

disk.  This will be using PowerBuilder .NET for all the work.  

Typically, I prefer to use the SCC client (here 'Team Explorer') for setup actions like this.  However I can't dismiss that 

some people would rather use PowerBulder.NET.  

Open PowerBuilder .NET, close the current solution, then select  

    File → Source Control → Open From Source Control... 

These dialogs are just like the initial connection earlier. 

a) select the server 

b) log in with your credentials 

But now you will select the existing solution. 

 

 

And, it's back.... 

Currently, (and maybe always?), this will retrieve the solution file (the PBWX file), then present the "Open Solution" 

dialog. 

You will need to select the solution file (here "SimpleTestOne.pbwx") and, then proceed with the open action.   



Note:  this path bypasses our automatic checks for upgrading your solution (like from version 12.0 to 12.5).  We have 

not found a solution for this yet so keep it in mind whenever the version of PowerBuilder.NET changes. 

 

 

 



Menu options when under SCC 
There are the new menu options specific for SCC.  Some are provided by the specific provider, like 'Perforce' or here, the 

Team Foundation Server plugin.  They are largely self explanatory and I will not go into restating the obvious.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


